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We compute the light curve of a transit between two circles as a function of circle radii and impact
parameter. The circle that represents the projection of a star is modeled with a homogenous surface
brightness. The light curve is defined by calculating the overlap between the two circles analytically
as a function of varying distance between the two circle centers.
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I. GEOMETRY

A. Radii and Impact Parameter

A model of the geometry observed while a foreground object (partially) covers a background object during an
eclipse is shown in Figure 1. Both objects have (projected) circular shape. The foreground object has radius r, the
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FIG. 1. The foreground circle with radius r at a horizontal distance x from the center of the background circle, moving along
a straight line with impact parameter b.

background object has radius R. The impact parameter of the collision is b as the foreground object passes in front
of the background object. We model the light curve assuming that the background object has a homogeneous surface
brightness of circular shape—which essentially means that it is assumed to be ball of homogeneous surface emission
and that the cosine in Lambert’s law of emission and the projective cosine of the surface not pointing towards the
observer cancel [1, 2]. The full flux towards the observer can be measured in units of πR2, the visible portion of the
surface while the foreground object is not obscuring the background object.

We compute the area of the background object that is not covered by (not overlapping with) any pieces of the
foreground object while it passes at the distance b left to right through the scene.

B. Parameter Ranges

There are essentially four different scenarious layed out as a function of the ratios b/R and r/R in Figure 2:
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• I. r + b < R. The foreground object is small enough to move entirely into the circle defined by the background
object. In planetary science this means there is are 4 “contacts” between the two circles; the first when the
small circle touches the large circle first, the second just before the small circle moves entirely into the large
circle, and the last two on the exit on the other side. This is equivalent to r/R < −b/R+ 1.

• II. r+ b > R and r− b < R. The small circle never moves entirely into the large circle, and never covers it fully.

• III. r − b > R. The foreground circle fully covers the background circle at some times (for a finite interval
of x-values). A full eclipse occurs; the visibility of the background circle temporarily drops to zero. This is
equivalent to r/R > 1 + b/R.

• IV. R < b − r. The foreground object “misses” the background object entirely and never obscures it because
the impact parameter is larger than the sum of the two radii. This parameter set is not interesting and not
discussed further. It is equivalent to r/R < b/R− 1.
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FIG. 2. The diagram of the parameter ranges for r/R and b/R and the associated classifications I to IV.

II. AREAS IN CIRCLE OVERLAPS

The first contact happens when the horizontal position of the foreground object is at

x21 + b2 = (r +R)2 ∴ (x1/R)2 + (b/R)2 = (r/R+ 1)2, (1)

using the Pythagoras theorem in Figure 3. The second contact happens when the horizontal position of the foreground
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FIG. 3. The geometry of the first contact.

object is at

x22 + b2 = (R− r)2 ∴ (x2/R)2 + (b/R)2 = (1− r/R)2, (2)
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using the Pythagoras theorem in Figure 4.
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FIG. 4. The geometry of the second contact.

Note that a solution with real-valued x2 only exists if (1 − r/R)2 − (b/R)2 > 0, which is just the condition of
parameter set I mentioned in the classification in Section I B. For the duration defined by ±x2 the area πr2 is
subtracted from the brightness of the background object, and the normalized intensity stays flat at

minLI =
πR2 − πr2

πR2
= 1− (r/R)2. (3)

During the time of partial eclipses, the illumination is reduced by the contribution of two circular sections with
a common delimiting cord (Figure 5). The areas of the two circular sections are calculated in a coordinate system
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FIG. 5. The geometry during the entry.

where the direction from the center of the background circle to the center of the foreground circle is along +y, so the
background circle is centered at (0, 0) and the foreground circle is centered at (0, d), where

d2 ≡ x2 + b2 (4)

fixes the distance d between the two circle centers, and the cord stretches horizontally.
The subsequent calculation addresses all cases of overlapping circles: The two points (xi, yi) where the foreground

and background circle intersect are defined by the requirement that they have distances r respectively R from the
centers:

x2i + (yi − d)2 = r2; x2i + y2i = R2. (5)

Expanding the first equation and inserting the second yields

x2i + y2i + d2 − 2dyi = r2;∴ R2 + d2 − 2dyi = r2;∴ (6)
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The cord’s distance to the origin therefore is

yi/R =
1 + (d/R)2 − (r/R)2

2d/R
. (7)

Inserting this into (5) yields
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The cord length s is twice the absolute value of xi,

s = 2|xi| =
1

d

√
(R+ d+ r) (R+ d− r) (r +R− d) (r −R+ d). (11)

This expression is symmetric under the exchange r ↔ R of the two radii.
A real-valued xi exists only if the discriminant of the root is positive. The first factor 1 +d/R+ r/R under the root

is positive. If one of the other three factors is negative, the discriminant is negative: The value of the discriminant is
negative if either

1. d/R+ r/R < 1, so d+ r < R and the foreground circle is entirely inside the (covered by) background circle,

2. or d/R− r/R > 1, so d > R+ r and the foreground circle is entirely outside the background circle,

3. or r/R− d/R > 1, so r > R+ d and the foreground circle obscures all of the background circle.

[Equivalently, if in diagram 2 the two axes are d/R and r/R and the parameter constellation is in region I, IV or III.]
Continuing under the assumption that the the parameters d/R and r/R indeed yield a positive discriminant in Eq.

(11), there are three geometries classified in Figure 6 which require slightly different algorithmic treatment. The task
is to subtract the overlapping region of the two circles from the background circle; the overlapping region is the sum
of the red circle section defined by the radius R of the background circle plus the blue circle section defined by the
radius r of the foreground circle. The classifications are

FIG. 6. Three variants of cord location relative to two intersecting circle centers.

1. The cord lies between the two circle centers: left diagram in Figure 6. The overlap is S(r, s) + S(R, s) with S
detailed in (A1) [3].

2. The cord lies further away from the background circle center than the foreground circle center: middle diagram in
Figure 6. The blue region is complementary to the circle section of the foreground circle; its area is πr2−S(r, s).
The overlap between the two circles is πr2 − S(r, s) + S(R, s).
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3. Viewed from the background circle center the cord lies in the opposite direction of the foreground circle center:
right diagram in Figure 6. The red region is complementary to the circle section of the background circle; its
area is πR2 − S(R, s). The overlap between the two circles is πR2 − S(R, s) + S(r, s).

Remark: The more general problem of two intersecting ellipses is solved by Hughes and Chraibi [4]. If the two circle

radii are the same, r = R, then s =
√

4r2 − d2 and the overlap area 2S(r, s) assumes the standard result [5, (2.1)].

Appendix A: Area of the Circle Section

If the length of the cord is s in a circle of radius r as in Figure 7, the angle φ in the triangle obeys sinφ = s/(2r).
The area of the circle sector covered by 2φ is φr2. The area of the red circle section in Figure 7 is the difference
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FIG. 7. Circle sections and sectors.

between the area of the sector and the area of the triangle [6, 3.1.6.2],
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Appendix B: Python Implementation

1. init .py

1 __all__ = [ "LightCurve"]

2. LightCurve.py

1 """ Native python3.1 implementation of the transiting light curve.
2 ==usage==
3 python3
4

5 ==examples==
6 >>> from LightCurve import *
7 >>> lightNormalized(1.2,1.0,1.0)
8 0.8811169920419947
9

10 ==see also==
11

12 ==author==
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13 Richard J. Mathar, http://www.mpia.de/~mathar
14 """
15

16 from math import *
17

18 def areaCircSection(cordlen, radius):
19 """ Area of a circle section.
20

21 ==input==
22 cordlen -- The length of the cord. This must be larger than zero and less than two times
23 the radius.
24

25 radius -- The circle radius.
26

27 ==output==
28 float -- The area of the section. This is between 0 and half the circle area of pi*radius**2.
29

30 ==author==
31 Richard J. Mathar 2015-08-24
32 """
33 sover2r = 0.5*cordlen/radius
34

35 return radius**2*(asin(sover2r)-sover2r*sqrt(1-sover2r**2))
36

37 def areaOverlap(distance,rfore,rback):
38 """ Area of two overlapping circles.
39

40 ==input==
41 distance -- Distance between the two circle centers, >=0.
42

43 rfore -- Radius of the first circle.
44

45 rback -- Radius of the second circle.
46

47 ==output==
48 float -- The area of the intersection of the two circles.
49

50 ==author==
51 Richard J. Mathar 2015-08-24
52 """
53 # compute the discriminant in the cord length
54 discr = distance+rfore+rback
55 discr *= distance+rfore-rback
56 discr *= distance-rfore+rback
57 discr *= rfore+rback-distance
58 if discr < 0:
59 # negative discriminant, no cord
60 if distance + rfore < rback:
61 # foreground entirely inside background
62 return pi*rfore**2
63 elif distance > rfore + rback:
64 # no overlap
65 return 0.0
66 elif rfore > distance + rback:
67 # background entirely covered.
68 return pi*rback**2
69 else:
70 raise RuntimeError
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71 elif discr == 0:
72 return 0.0
73 else:
74 # compute the cord length
75 s = sqrt(discr)/distance
76 # compute the distance of the mid cord point to the origin
77 yi = 0.5*(rback**2+distance**2-rfore**2)/distance
78 # print(distance,rfore,rback,s,yi) # debugging
79 # 3 cases of relation toward distance
80 if yi >= 0. and yi < distance:
81 # mid point between the two circle centers
82 return areaCircSection(s,rfore)+areaCircSection(s,rback)
83 elif yi < 0. :
84 # mid point in the opposite direction of the foreground circle
85 return areaCircSection(s,rfore)+pi*rback**2-areaCircSection(s,rback)
86 elif yi > distance :
87 # mid point in the direction of the foreground circle but further away
88 return areaCircSection(s,rback)+pi*rfore**2-areaCircSection(s,rfore)
89 else:
90 raise RuntimeError
91

92

93 def firstContact(rforeoverR,impactoverR):
94 """ Horizontal distance until the two circles touch first.
95

96 ==input==
97 rforeoverR -- Radius of the foreground circle in units of the background circle.
98 Must be a positive number.
99

100 impactoverR -- Impact parameter (closest distance) of the foreground circle
101 while passing by the background circle. Must be a nonnegative number.
102

103 ==output==
104 float -- The position (horizontal coordinate in untis of the background circle radius).
105 If there never is contact, 0 is returned.
106

107 ==author==
108 Richard J. Mathar 2015-08-24
109 """
110 # square of the result
111 xisqr = (rforeoverR+1.0)**2-impactoverR**2
112 if xisqr <= 0.:
113 return 0.0
114 else:
115 return -sqrt(xisqr)
116

117

118 def lightNormalized(distanceoverR,rforeoverR,impactoverR):
119 """ Brightness relative to the full background brigthness.
120

121 ==input==
122 distanceoverR -- Horizontal distance of the foreground object.
123

124 rforeoverR -- Radius of the foreground circle in units of the background circle.
125 Must be a positive number.
126

127 impactoverR -- Impact parameter (closest distance) of the foreground circle
128 while passing by the background circle. Must be a nonnegative number.
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129

130 ==output==
131 float -- The relative brightness in the range 0 (full eclipse) to 1 (no obscuration)
132

133 ==author==
134 Richard J. Mathar 2015-08-24
135 """
136 # distance between the two circle centers in units of the background circle radius
137 distance = hypot(distanceoverR,impactoverR)
138

139 # area of the overlap in units of squared background circle radius
140 overl = areaOverlap(distance,rforeoverR,1.0)
141

142 # normalized visibility = (full area-overlap)/full area
143 return 1.0-overl/pi
144

145 def lightCurve(rforeoverR,impactoverR,samples=200):
146 """ Print the light curve with a resolution defined by the number of samples
147

148 ==input==
149 rforeoverR -- Radius of the foreground circle in units of the background circle.
150 Must be a positive number.
151

152 impactoverR -- Impact parameter (closest distance) of the foreground circle
153 while passing by the background circle. Must be a nonnegative number.
154

155 samples -- The number of positions between the first and last contact.
156

157 ==output==
158 null --
159

160 ==examples==
161 >>> from LightCurve import *
162 >>> lightCurve(0.2,0.8)
163 >>> lightCurve(0.2,0.4,100)
164

165 ==author==
166 Richard J. Mathar 2015-08-24
167 """
168 x1 = firstContact(rforeoverR,impactoverR)
169 for i in range(samples):
170 x = x1 + 2.0*abs(x1)*i/samples
171 L = lightNormalized(x,rforeoverR,impactoverR)
172 print(x,L)
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